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Abstract: Lung segmentation plays an important role in computer-aided detection and diagnosis
using chest radiographs (CRs). Currently, the U-Net and DeepLabv3+ convolutional neural network
architectures are widely used to perform CR lung segmentation. To boost performance, ensemble
methods are often used, whereby probability map outputs from several networks operating on the
same input image are averaged. However, not all networks perform adequately for any specific
patient image, even if the average network performance is good. To address this, we present a novel
multi-network ensemble method that employs a selector network. The selector network evaluates
the segmentation outputs from several networks; on a case-by-case basis, it selects which outputs are
fused to form the final segmentation for that patient. Our candidate lung segmentation networks
include U-Net, with five different encoder depths, and DeepLabv3+, with two different backbone
networks (ResNet50 and ResNet18). Our selector network is a ResNet18 image classifier. We perform
all training using the publicly available Shenzhen CR dataset. Performance testing is carried out with
two independent publicly available CR datasets, namely, Montgomery County (MC) and Japanese
Society of Radiological Technology (JSRT). Intersection-over-Union scores for the proposed approach
are 13% higher than the standard averaging ensemble method on MC and 5% better on JSRT.

Keywords: chest radiographs; lung segmentation; deep learning; ensemble method; selector network;
patient-specific processing

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Chest radiography is a simple and relatively low-cost and low-dose imaging modality
for the detection and diagnosis of lung disease and related conditions. Computer-aided
detection (CADe) and computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) using chest radiographs (CRs)
have been popular areas of research in recent years [1–3]. Lung segmentation in CRs
is a prerequisite step in most such algorithms. Lung boundaries limit the attention of
these algorithms to the lung region to prevent non-salient information from impacting the
subsequent lung analysis. Lung segmentation can provide a spatial limit on CADe outputs
such as lung nodule boundaries, infections, atelectasis, etc. Furthermore, accurate lung
boundaries can be used to provide estimates of lung volume and size.

Many different automated lung segmentation methods for CRs have been proposed in
the literature [4,5]. These include rule-based methods [6–8], pixel classification [9], active
shape models [1,10–12], hybrid methods [13–15], and deep learning methods [16–20]. Re-
cently, deep learning methods using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have emerged
as among of the best performing approaches for lung segmentation in CRs. U-Net [21] and
DeepLabv3+ [22] are among the popular CNNs for many semantic segmentation tasks in
medical image analysis, including lung segmentation in CRs.
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1.2. Ensemble Methods for Lung Segmentation

While individual CNNs can often generate accurate lung segmentation results in
CRs, the presence of lung disease or certain differences among patients can cause lung
segmentation results that are poor. Different networks (including variations of the same
network) may perform better on some patients than others. For this reason, researchers
have explored ensemble methods, whereby several networks are run in parallel on a given
CR and the results are then fused to add robustness [23].

The ensemble segmentation model proposed in [24] generates five segmentation masks
and uses a majority voting technique to form the final segmentation mask. The individual
masks are generated by five U-Nets with two backbone architectures (EfficientNet v0 and
v7 [25]). In [23], the probability scores provided by U-Net and DeepLabv3+ (by assigning
each pixel a label of ‘lung’ or ‘not lung’) were averaged and thresholded at 0.5 to generate a
final lung segmentation mask. The ensemble methods introduced in [26] use probability
scores from DeepLabv3+ models, with Xception and InceptionResnetV2 as the backbone
architectures. The fusion of the probability scores was similar to [23]. Another approach
for fusing the probability scores generated by U-Net and DeepLabv3+ was shown in [27].
Each of the score maps is multiplied by weighting values. The weights are calculated based
on the validation set’s error rate for the corresponding model. In order to produce a final
segmentation, the softmax activation function is applied to decide the pixels in the target
segmentation area [27].

An earlier ensemble approach used for lung segmentation, presented in [28], uses
the summation of an AlexNet CNN [29] and ResNet CNN lung mask. A reconstruction
step is used with a ResNet-based CNN to generate a final lung mask. In [30], fusion was
implemented at the feature level, prior to reaching the final probability map. The overall
network has an encoder–decoder structure. However, multiple networks (SqueezeNet [31],
ShuffleNet [32], and EfficientNet-B0 [25]) encode the input CR. Fusion of the encoded
features is performed as a depth-wise concatenation and used as the input to the decoder.

1.3. Contributions

One of the challenges with ensemble methods is that an individual segmentation
with low accuracy can corrupt the fusion result. For any specific patient image, certain
networks may perform adequately, while others may break down. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a selector-based ensemble fusion method. First, a collection of networks based
on U-Net and DeepLabv3+ were individually trained for lung segmentation. We then
introduce a new deep learning selector network to classify the outputs as ‘selected’ or ‘not
selected’. Only the selected outputs are fused by averaging their segmentation probability
maps. During the training phase for the selector network, a training label of ‘selected’ is
assigned to a segmentation mask known to have an intersection over union (IoU) score
greater than or equal to 0.90. Our selector network architecture is a ResNet18 CNN trained
using transfer learning to initialize. During the testing phase, the selector network examines
each individual lung segmented CR and predicts which have a truth with an IoU greater
than or equal to 0.9. Only these selected outputs are fused. Thus, a custom combination of
networks is applied to each input image. In this sense, the proposed method provides a
patient-specific ensemble fusion that seeks to combine only those networks that are suitable
for the given patient.

We used publicly available data to train and test the proposed method and two
benchmark methods. One dataset was used exclusively for training, and the other two
for testing, and the testing data were completely independent from the training data.
The testing data contained CRs with a mix of normal cases, cases with tuberculosis (TB),
and cases with lung nodules. This allowed us to study the robustness of the proposed
method. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate how improved lung segmentations can be
used to enhance CADe, we conducted a TB detection experiment using the same datasets.
In particular, we studied the performance of a TB detection algorithm [33] with different
segmentation masks. We compared TB detection performance using images limited by
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three ensemble lung-segmentation methods, including the proposed selector-ensemble
lung segmentation method.

1.4. Paper Organization

The next sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 contains descriptions
of the datasets used. The proposed selector ensemble lung segmentation method is pre-
sented in detail in Section 3. Next, the experimental results are presented in Section 4. These
results include a lung segmentation performance analysis and an analysis of TB detection
using various lung segmentation methods. Finally, Section 5 provides a discussion of the
methods and results. Here, we offer our conclusions. Table 1 shows the list of acronyms
and the corresponding definitions used throughout the paper.

Table 1. List of acronyms used in the paper.

Acronym Definition Acronym Definition

AoAE Average-of-all ensemble CR Chest radiographs
AoTE Average-of-two ensemble IoU Intersection over union

ASPP Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling JSRT Japanese Society of Radiological
Technology

AUC Area under the curve MC Montgomery County
CADe Computer-aided detection ROC Receiver operating characteristic
CADx Computer-aided diagnosis SE Selector ensemble

CI Confidence interval TB Tuberculosis
CNN Convolutional neural networks

2. Materials

The primary databases used to train and test our proposed system were formulated
from three publicly available datasets that are widely used in CADe and CADx systems
that detect and diagnose pulmonary diseases. The databases were the Shenzhen chest
X-ray set [34], Montgomery County (MC) chest X-ray set [34], and Japanese Society of
Radiological Technology (JSRT) database [35]. Figure 1 shows examples from each database.
A 400-image partition of the Shenzhen dataset was used to train the individual lung
segmentation networks. The selector network was trained using the remaining 166 images
in the Shenzhen dataset. The other two datasets were used exclusively for testing the final
segmentation performance and for testing the TB detection network. The CRs in all three
datasets were zero-padded symmetrically as needed to create a square aspect ratio and
then resized through bicubic interpolation to 256 × 256 to match the input layers of the
lung segmentation networks.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Example CRs from three databases: (a) radiograph from the Shenzhen database [34],
(b) radiograph from the MC database [34], (c) radiograph from the JSRT database [35].
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2.1. Shenzhen Dataset

One of the datasets made public in [34] is the Shenzhen dataset gathered by the
US National Library of Medicine in collaboration with Shenzhen No. 3 People’s Hospi-
tal, Guangdong Medical College, Shenzhen, China. There are a total of 662 CRs in the
Shenzhen dataset with and without manifestations of TB. The patients’ age range in the
Shenzhen dataset starts from pediatric cases. The images are published in grayscale and
approximately 3000 × 3000 in size. The original radiographs of this dataset were captured
by a Philips DR DigitalDiagnost system. Manually segmented lung masks for 566 of these
CRs were used as ground truth similar to [36–38].

2.2. MC Dataset

The MC dataset was created by the US National Library of Medicine using CRs
collected from the Department of Health and Human Services, Montgomery County,
Maryland, USA. The MC dataset consists of posteroanterior CRs, with the disease focus on
pulmonary TB. The radiographs in the dataset were captured by a Eureka stationary X-ray
machine. The MC set contains 138 frontal CRs as grayscale images of sizes 4020 × 4892 or
4892 × 4020 pixels. The MC dataset and the corresponding ground truth for this dataset
are publicly available [34].

2.3. JSRT Dataset

The JSRT database is a publicly available dataset described in [35]; it consists 247 pos-
teroanterior CRs collected from 14 medical centers. A total of 154 of the radiographs contain
lung nodules, and the rest do not. From the 154 cases, 14 cases with juxtapleural nodules
were omitted to match the dataset used in [23], which we used as a benchmark to compare
our results. The published CRs are grayscale and 2048 × 2048 pixels in size. There are
both male and female radiographs included in approximately equal numbers. The ages of
the patients range from 21 to over 71 years old. We used manual segmentations available
from [10] as ground truth.

2.4. Dataset Usage

Table 2 summarizes the use of each dataset for algorithm training and testing. A 400-
image partition of the Shenzhen dataset was used to train each of the seven lung segmenta-
tion networks (versions of U-Net and DeepLabv3+), as shown in Column 2. A separate
166-image partition was used to validate the lung segmentation networks during training.
The training and testing of the selector network classifier were performed using the 166 CR
partition, as shown in Column 3. All segmentations produced by the seven lung segmenta-
tion networks for the 166 CR partition formed a dataset of 1162 segmented lung images,
which was randomly split into 72%, 8%, and 20% for training, validation, and testing,
respectively. The final segmentations were evaluated using independent datasets, as shown
in Column 4. The last two columns in Table 2 refer to the data used during TB detection.
Note that these datasets were used with and without segmentations generated by our
method for training and testing to compare the results.

Table 2. List of datasets used for different algorithm tasks. Note that the training tasks were carried
out with the Shenzhen data, while the other two independent datasets were used for testing tasks.

Dataset: # CRs

Task
Lung

Segmentation
Training

Selector Network
Training and

Testing

Lung
Segmentation

Testing

TB Detection
Training

TB Detection
Testing

Shenzhen Partition: 400 X X
Shenzhen Partition: 166 X X X

MC: 138 X X
JSRT: 140 X
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3. Methods
3.1. Overview

We propose an ensemble approach for lung segmentation that uses a novel selective
method to select lung segmentation networks that produce the best segmentations for a
given CR. To create the collection of networks to select from, we used U-Nets with depths
varying from 1–5 and DeepLabv3+ with two base networks, ResNet18 and ResNet50.
The Shenzhen dataset was separated into a 400-image partition and a 166-image partition
to train the collection of lung segmentation networks. All images were zero-padded to
become square images and resized to 256 × 256 to match the inputs of the networks.
The length of the third dimension of the input was maintained at 1 for U-Net and at 3 by
duplicating the same image three times for DeepLabv3+ networks.

The introduced selective method is a deep learning model that classifies whether a
certain lung segmentation network is ‘selected’ or ‘not selected’, indicating whether the
segmentation produced by that network is accurate/has a high IoU with the true lung
mask. Therefore, the lung segmentations generated by all seven networks for the 166 CR
partition were re-labeled based on the resulting lung mask’s IoU with the true lung mask:
‘not selected’ if IoU < 0.9 and ‘selected’ if IoU ≥ 0.9. This labeled dataset formed using the
166 CR partition was used to train the selective model, which is referred to as the selector
network classifier throughout this paper. It is important to note that the segmentation
masks generated by all the above-mentioned networks are applied to the original image,
as shown in the example in Figure 2, to reform the 166 CR partition to be used as training
and testing sets for this selector network. The example in Figure 2 shows a CR, a lung
mask with an IoU ≥ 0.9 generated by DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 for this CR, and the CR
segmented using the mask. Then, this dataset was divided into training (72%), validation
(8%), and test (20%) datasets to fine-tune a ResNet18 [39] pre-trained on ImageNet [40] that
classifies between ‘selected’ and ‘not selected’ images.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. Original image, a segmentation mask, and image with mask applied for CHNCXR_0024_0
in 166 CR partition: (a) Original image; (b) segmentation produced by DeepLabv3+ with
ResNet50; (c) mask in (b) applied to (a).

We identified which network(s) generated segmentations for a test case ‘selected’ using
the selector network classifier. The test case was then segmented using the identified net-
works to generate ‘selected’ segmentations, the pixel scores were averaged, and a threshold
(<0.5) was applied to generate a binary mask. If none of the networks generated ‘selected’
segmentations, the corresponding test case was considered to not meet the necessary stan-
dards. For such a case, the algorithm does not proceed to output a segmentation. Therefore,
the performance was solely estimated based on the cases that are selected.

3.2. U-Net Lung Segmentation Network Architectures

U-Net is a network that is popular in segmenting tasks related to medical images.
The U-Net architecture starts with a contracting path that is similar to a convolutional
network architecture and targets capturing the context of an input to the network [21].
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The context is captured by downsampling within the contracting path. The contracting
path is followed by an expanding path that upsamples the captured context similar to a
decoder and performs a precise localization [21]. The feature maps on expanding path
concatenate with feature maps from the contracting path via skip connections, regaining
information that may have been lost during downsampling.

The basic building block of a downsampling step in the contracting path consists
of two 3 × 3 convolutions without padding, each followed by a ReLU layer, and a 2 × 2
max pooling layer with a stride of 2 [21]. Figure 3 shows an example U-Net architecture
that exhibits each step of this path. In the expanding path, a block starts with a 2 × 2
up-convolution. This is followed by concatenation with the contracting path’s feature maps
and two 3 × 3 convolutions (each followed by a ReLU layer) [21]. The depth of a U-Net can
be changed based on the number of such blocks used in the contracting (encoder) path of
the architecture; the same number of blocks on the expanding path decodes the encoded
features. After the contracting path, the third dimension of the feature vector is mapped to
the number of classes using a 1 × 1 convolution. We used five U-Net architectures with
depths from 1 to 5 in the collection of initial networks considered by the selector network
classifier. The example U-Net architecture in Figure 3 has a depth of 3, where the lowest
resolution reaches 32 × 32 pixels.

Figure 3. U-Net architecture with a depth of 3 and lowest resolution of 32 × 32 pixels.

3.3. DeepLabv3+ Lung Segmentation Network Architectures

DeepLabv3+ is another encoder–decoder structure-based deep convolutional network
that is widely used for semantic segmentation of medical images. It uses Atrous Spatial Pyra-
mid Pooling (ASPP) to encode the contextual information at multiple scales, and the decoding
path effectively recovers the boundaries of the object being segmented [22]. In the DeepLabv3+
architectures used to generate results for the proposed method, pre-trained ResNet18 and
ResNet50 CNN models were used as the underlying feature extractors during encoding.

3.4. Selector Network Classifier Architecture

An image subjected to the proposed method proceeds to a network classifier that
predicts which of the seven initial networks (five U-Net and two DeepLabv3+ versions)
outputs the best segmentations. The selection of the best network is made by a pre-trained
ResNet18 model that predicts one out of the ‘selected’ or ‘not selected’ classes as the
output corresponding to each network. Therefore, the ResNet18 architecture was altered to
classify between two classes. During training, the Adam optimizer was used along with
other training parameters, with a mini-batch size set to 16, initial learn rate of 1 × 10−4,
and validation enabled to select a model. The training and validation data were shuffled at
each epoch and before each network validation at 50 iterations. The training continued until
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reaching 30 epochs or three occurrences where loss on validation was larger than or equal
to the previously smallest loss. We call this classifier network the selector network classifier.

It is important that the segmented portion of the CR is extracted, similar to the image
in Figure 2c, for use in the training set or in testing. The labels of the training set for this
network classifier are based on the IoU between the segmentation masks produced by seven
initial networks and the true lung mask; a threshold of 0.9 for the IoU decides whether
a segmentation is acceptable. When a segmented CR is tested with the selector network
classifier, the posterior probabilities predicted for the ‘selected’ class are observed and a
threshold of 0.5 is applied to decide whether the segmentation belongs in the ‘selected’ class.

3.5. Fusion Technique

For a given CR, the segmentation masks produced by the networks selected by the selec-
tor network classifier are fused to obtain a final segmentation mask of the lungs. The scores
assigned to each pixel on the semantic segmentations generated by each selected network
are averaged to obtain a single score distribution for the image. Then, the averaged score
distribution is binarized by applying a threshold of 0.5 such that the possible lung area is
assigned a binary value of 1. Morphological operations are applied following the binarization
to fill any holes within objects and to select the largest two objects within the image.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram for the overall system. A CR is segmented by
7 initial networks, and each one of them is classified as ‘selected’ or ‘not selected’ by the
selector network classifier. The networks are shown at the top of Figure 4, and the selector
network classifier is shown below to the right of them, while the inputs to are indicated
by arrows. The arrows that exit the selector network classifier are shown in two colors to
represent ‘selected’ and ‘not selected’ predictions. Note that the set of predictions shown in
Figure 4 is an example that can be output by the selector network classifier. Then, networks
corresponding to the ‘selected’ cases are averaged and a threshold is applied to produce
a binary segmentation mask. The large green arrows shown as inputs to the ‘Average
Probability Scores’ block in Figure 4 represents the probability score distributions output
from ‘selected’ networks. The input arrow to the ‘Apply Threshold’ block represents the
average probability distribution produced for the image. The arrow that exits this block
shows the final binary lung mask after a threshold is applied.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the proposed selector network ensemble lung segmentation approach.
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4. Results

In this section, the results obtained by the proposed method are presented in detail,
along with any intermediate results that lead to the final outcome. The performance
of the proposed approach is observed for different datasets, as mentioned in Section 2,
with respect to the mean IoU values of the segmentations. Furthermore, the performance
evaluation only considers CRs that are predicted to have segmentations with an IoU larger
than or equal to 0.9 produced by one or more of the seven initial networks (five U-Net
and two DeepLabv3+ architectures). In order to exhibit robustness and generalizability,
the complete experiment was run ten times, with results recorded at each trial in addition
to the use of different datasets. We ensured that a different set of random initial weights
were generated for each trial. The effectiveness of the proposed method is shown by
comparing the results with two traditional methods extracted based on current popular
ensemble methods in producing segmentations using an ensemble of networks. Moreover,
the segmentations were used in an application where a deep learning algorithm detects TB
in CRs.

4.1. Training Initial Networks

U-Net models with depths varying from 1 to 5 were trained with Shenzhen’s two-
image partitions, then tested on the 166 CR partition. The mean IoU for the lung segmenta-
tion masks generated by the five U-Nets for the 166 CR partition for each trial is shown in
Table 3. Note that the best performance value for each trial is marked in bold. During the
majority of the trials, the best performance appears to be shown by the U-Nets with encoder
depths of 4 and 5.

Table 3. Mean IoU values of the lung segmentations obtained for the 166 CR partition using U-Net.
The highest IoU for each trial is marked in bold.

Encoder Depth Lung Segmentation Performance for the 166 CR Partition (Mean IoU)
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10

1 0.9279 0.8964 0.8415 0.8928 0.8671 0.9326 0.9012 0.9211 0.8836 0.8494
2 0.9312 0.5811 0.9419 0.5112 0.9492 0.8811 0.9441 0.9016 0.8689 0.8874
3 0.9230 0.9552 0.9320 0.6888 0.9174 0.8929 0.9447 0.8450 0.8538 0.8980
4 0.9522 0.9559 0.9553 0.9488 0.9486 0.9406 0.9371 0.8981 0.5553 0.9544
5 0.9328 0.9561 0.9497 0.9334 0.9527 0.9366 0.6424 0.9072 0.8764 0.9382

Trained DeepLabv3+ models with ResNet18 and ResNet50 as backbone networks for
the encoder were tested using the 166 CR partition. The mean IoU of the corresponding
lung segmentations generated in each trial are shown in Table 4, with the best performance
values marked in bold. Except in Trial 9, DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 shows the best
performance, though the difference with ResNet18 is very slight in comparison.

Table 4. Mean IoU values of the lung segmentations obtained for the 166 CR partition using
DeepLabv3+. The highest IoU for each trial is marked in bold.

Base Network Lung Segmentation Performance for the 166 CR Partition (Mean IoU)
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10

ResNet18 0.9552 0.9560 0.9567 0.9565 0.9570 0.9555 0.9573 0.9564 0.9578 0.9556
ResNet50 0.9594 0.9584 0.9574 0.9585 0.9572 0.9578 0.9596 0.9586 0.9576 0.9589

In general, the performance values in both Tables 3 and 4 are high, indicating that both
the U-Net and DeepLabv3+ architectures generate state-of-the-art results in segmenting
CRs. Therefore, these two types of networks are justifiable selections for the initial collection
of networks needed to test the proposed method.
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4.2. Categorization for Selector Network Classifier

The 166 CR partition extracted from the Shenzhen dataset was prepared for use as the
training set for the selector network classifier. Therefore, the images were segmented by the
initial seven networks, labeled as ‘selected’ and ‘not selected’ according to the IoU values,
and sent as training data to the selector network classifier. From each network, the number
and the appearance of ‘selected’ and ‘not selected’ cases are observed. The distribution of
labeled cases for Trial 1 is shown in Table 5. The first five rows show the distribution for
the U-Nets, while the last two rows show the label distribution for DeepLabv3+ models.
The rows corresponding to U-Net with encoder depth 4 and DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50
are marked in bold because they are the models that displayed the best performances
among the collection of networks.

Table 5. Distribution of labeled 166 CR partition used to train the selector classifier for Trial 1.
The rows corresponding to each type of network that performed the best during Trial 1 are marked
in bold.

Network Number of ‘Selected’ Cases Number of ‘Not Selected’
Cases

U-Net with Encoder Depth:1 81 85
U-Net with Encoder Depth:2 78 88
U-Net with Encoder Depth:3 56 110
U-Net with Encoder Depth:4 116 50
U-Net with Encoder Depth:5 74 92

DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 124 42
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 127 39

According to Table 5, U-Net with encoder depth 4 selects a majority of the cases, while
depths 1–3 and 5 do not show many cases as ‘selected’. The observation of the number
of cases ‘selected’ for a network implies that the network has produced acceptable lung
segmentations for these cases. It is clear that U-Net with depth 4 does a better job of
generating segmentations with higher accuracy. Similarly, both DeepLabv3+ models show
a high and almost the same number of ‘selected’ cases.

Figure 5 shows a set of randomly-picked example lung segmentations produced by
the U-Nets and DeepLabv3+ models. The corresponding labels are shown in the caption of
the figure. All ‘selected’ cases in Figure 5a exhibit the overall correct boundary of the lungs
in contrast to the ‘not selected’ cases in Figure 5b.

(a) (b)
Figure 5. Example lung segmentations selected from the segmentations generated by the U-Net and
DeepLabv3+ models with assigned labels: (a) labeled as ‘selected’ and (b) labeled as ‘not selected’.
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4.3. Selector Network Classifier Performance

The performance of the selector network classifier in classifying between ‘selected’
and ‘not selected’ was analyzed by observing the corresponding confusion matrix and
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The confusion matrix generated for the
selector network classifier trained during Trial 1 of the experiments is shown in Figure 6.
The test set considered for the performance evaluation is 20% of the segmentations gen-
erated by all seven lung segmentation networks, as shown in the second row of Table 2.
According to Figure 6, 71 and 122 segmentations are correctly classified as ‘not selected’
and ‘selected’, respectively. Only nine of the ‘selected’ cases are incorrectly classified as
‘not selected’, which accounts for 3.9% of all data. Thirty cases, corresponding to 12.9% of
all cases, are incorrectly classified as ‘selected’.

Figure 6. Testing performance of the selector network classifier as a confusion matrix. The diagonal
cells represent the correctly predicted number of cases and the percentages.

Out of all ‘selected’ cases, 70.3% are classified correctly, while 93.1% of cases are
correctly predicted for ‘not selected’ cases. Among ‘not selected’ predictions, 88.8% are
correct. Out of all predictions that are classified as ‘selected’, 80.3% are correct. Considering
all predictions, 83.2% are correctly classified.

The ROC curve shows the true positive rate (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate
(1-specificity) during prediction by a particular model. Observing the ROC curve allows
the user to customize a classification threshold based on the prediction probabilities by
considering a point on the curve with high sensitivity and specificity (i.e., a lower false
positive rate and a higher detection rate). As a single quantitative measure of performance,
we use the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The AUC is equal to the probability of a
model ranking a random positive case higher than a random negative case [41]. The AUC is
a value between 0 and 1, where an AUC of 1 represents a perfect classifier. The ROC curve
shown in Figure 7 generated for the selector network classifier shows an AUC of 0.9016.
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Figure 7. ROC curve with an AUC of 0.9016 generated for the testing performance of the selector
network classifier.

4.4. Performance Comparison

We compared our method with other existing ensemble techniques. In general, we
identified two approaches traditionally used to select and fuse results from several net-
works. The first traditional approach is taken from [23]; it combines the best-performing
networks from each network type by averaging scores and applying a threshold of 0.5
to generate a single binary segmentation mask. We refer to this approach as the average-
of-two ensemble (AoTE) method throughout the rest of this paper. The other traditional
approach, hereinafter named the average-of-all ensemble (AoAE) method, follows the
approach in [26], combining results from all considered networks. The AoAE method
combines results from all the networks by averaging the scores and applying a threshold of
0.5 to obtain a segmentation mask. Thus, the proposed patient-specific selective approach
or the selector ensemble (SE) is compared with the two identified traditional approaches
with regard to the performance results for MC and JSRT datasets. The performance evalua-
tion for these test datasets was carried only considering the cases ‘selected’ by the selector
network classifier, that is, cases predicted to have at least one of the networks generate a
segmentation mask with an IoU higher than or equal to 0.9. Tables 6 and 7 shows the mean
IoU values and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) obtained for the MC and
JSRT datasets, respectively. Note that testing was performed for ten trials, with the average
performance across all trials shown as the performance. The best performance is marked
in bold.

In Table 6, SE and DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 show the same performance, which is
the highest. This performance similarity can be expected, as DeepLabv3+ showed the best
performance according to Tables 3 and 4. It is clear that the proposed SE method selected
the best-performing networks to produce the highest performance.

In all trials except for Trial 2, the proposed SE method outputs mean IoU values higher
than 0.9, which is the threshold used to categorize ‘selected’ cases for the selector network
classifier (refer to Table A1). The averages of mean IoU values over all trials are 0.80, 0.80,
and 0.93 for AoTE, AoAE, and the proposed methods, respectively. Taking these average
values into account, the proposed algorithm shows a 13% average increase in performance
compared to the AoTE and AoAE. If the performance of all methods in Table 6 is considered,
the proposed SE shows a 21% increase in performance.
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Table 6. Averaged mean IoU values of the final lung segmentations obtained during testing with
the ‘selected’ cases out of 138 CRs from the MC dataset. The highest performance value is marked
in bold.

Network/Ensemble Method Final Segmentation Testing
Performance (Mean IoU) 95% CI

U-Net with Encoder Depth:1 0.72 0.66–0.79
U-Net with Encoder Depth:2 0.55 0.44–0.66
U-Net with Encoder Depth:3 0.56 0.46–0.66
U-Net with Encoder Depth:4 0.58 0.47–0.69
U-Net with Encoder Depth:5 0.62 0.51–0.73
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 0.91 0.88–0.94
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 0.93 0.93–0.94
Average-of-Two Ensemble 0.80 0.69–0.91
Average-of-All Ensemble 0.80 0.73–0.87

Selector Ensemble (Proposed) 0.93 0.92–0.94

Table 7. Averaged mean IoU values of the final lung segmentations obtained during testing with
the ‘selected’ cases out of 140 CRs from the JSRT dataset. The highest performance value is marked
in bold.

Network/Ensemble Method Final Segmentation Testing
Performance (Mean IoU) 95% CI

U-Net with Encoder Depth:1 0.76 0.70–0.81
U-Net with Encoder Depth:2 0.70 0.60–0.80
U-Net with Encoder Depth:3 0.74 0.67–0.81
U-Net with Encoder Depth:4 0.79 0.73–0.86
U-Net with Encoder Depth:5 0.83 0.77–0.89
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 0.83 0.80–0.85
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 0.83 0.80–0.86
Average-of-Two Ensemble 0.85 0.82–0.87
Average-of-All Ensemble 0.83 0.81–0.84

Selector Ensemble (Proposed) 0.88 0.86–0.90

According to Table 7, the proposed algorithm shows the best performance for the JSRT
dataset. The lower end of the corresponding 95% CI range, 0.86, is higher than the upper CI
limits of most of the other methods. This confirms that the performance of the proposed SE
approach is better than the individual networks and the two traditional methods considered
for comparison.

In all trials (refer Table A2), the proposed algorithm shows values close to 0.9, though
not higher, which may be the result of the heterogeneity of chest X-rays taken from the
different datasets. On average, the selected cases of the JSRT dataset are segmented the
best by the proposed algorithm, with a mean IoU of 0.88, which is 3% and 5% higher than
the mean IoU values of AoTE and AoAE, respectively. Compared to all methods listed,
the proposed SE method shows a 9% average performance increase. Therefore, it is clear
that the proposed selective approach does the best job of segmenting the lung areas on
the JSRT database.

4.5. Impact of Lung Segmentation on TB Detection

In order to show the effectiveness of segmentation, we further tested the segmentations
by performing a TB detection experiment. One of the networks used for TB detection in [33]
is ResNet. We trained this network on the CR partitions derived from the Shenzhen dataset,
while the MC dataset was used as the test set. Note that this network classifies between
‘normal’ and ‘TB’ because Shenzhen and MC datasets are only labeled for ‘normal’ and
‘TB’. Furthermore, only the cases that included at least one ‘selected’ lung segmentation by
our selector network were utilized from both datasets. The the same lung segmentation
approach was applied to the ‘selected’ CRs for use in training, validation, and testing.
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The performance was studied by observing the AUC of the ROC curve generated for TB
detection. Figure 8 shows the TB detection ROC curves obtained with and without applying
lung segmentations to the CRs. It is clear that the curve corresponding to the proposed
method in Figure 8 shows a higher sensitivity at a higher specificity (low false positive rate)
compared to the other curves. Table 8 shows the AUC values for each curve.

Figure 8. ROC curves generated for TB detection on CRs with different lung segmentations applied.
The Raw Images result is for no lung segmentation. The other curves correspond to lung segmentation
using the listed ensemble method.

Table 8. TB detection results with different lung segmentation methods. Detection performance is
measured with AUC values for the ROC curves for each method. The row corresponding to the
highest AUC value is marked in bold.

Lung Segmentation Method AUC

None (Raw images) 0.75
Average-of-Two Ensemble 0.74
Average-of-All Ensemble 0.74

Selector Ensemble (Proposed) 0.80

According to the AUC values in Table 8, the AUC with the proposed algorithm is 0.8,
while the traditional approaches and the use of raw images show values that are lower
than 0.8. Therefore, it is clear that TB detection by training, validating, and testing on seg-
mentations that are segmented by the proposed algorithm shows the highest performance.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed using a novel selective step for ensemble techniques
used for lung segmentation in CRs. A selective process was developed to permit a deep
learning network to predict the best-performing networks for a given case; hence, the
selection is patient-specific. The introduced deep learning network is referred to in the
scope of this research as the selector network classifier. Seven variations of U-Net and
DeepLabv3+, which are networks known to perform exceptionally well in semantically
segmenting lung fields on CRs, are considered for testing the selector network classifier.
The encoder depth of the U-Net is varied from 1 through 5 to generate five of the seven
networks. The other two networks are DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 and ResNet50 as
backbone architectures, respectively. Technically, the function of the selector network
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classifier is to predict which of the seven networks generates segmentation masks with
an IoU higher than or equal to 0.9 for a given CR. The 166 CR partition of the Shenzhen
dataset is used as the training data to train the selector network classifier. The data used to
train the selector network classifier contain information within the lung areas detected by
each network, which is ensured by multiplying each segmentation mask by the original CR
image. Therefore, the features within the segmented lungs are visible, and the rest of the
image pixels are assigned a value of zero.

The proposed selector network classifier follows the ResNet18 model, a widely used
transfer learning technique. The model is pre-trained on ImageNet and altered to output
two classes. As described in Section 4.3, the fine-tuned ResNet18 model performs well in
predicting whether a network generates segmentations with an IoU higher than or equal
to 0.9. The selector network classifier shows acceptable performance, making 83.2% of all
predictions correctly and with an AUC of 0.9016 for the ROC curve.

With the selector network classifier in place, the ensemble effort towards generating
lung segmentations displays performance that exceeds that of individual lung segmentation
networks and traditional ensemble methods. Evaluations over ten trials on two public
datasets, MC and JSRT, revealed that the proposed method shows a higher mean IoU than
the traditional methods. The MC and JSRT datasets exhibit 13% and 3% increases in mean
IoU for the AoTE approach, while showing 13% and 5% increases for the AoAE approach.
Compared to all methods, test performance on the MC and JSRT datasets show 21% and 9%
increases. In addition, the mean IoU values produced by the proposed method for the MC
dataset were higher than 0.9 during nine out of ten trials, with the exception a selected case
considered with regard to the IoU during the labeling of the training data. Another key
factor of note is the similar disease focus of TB in the training set (Shenzhen) and the MC
dataset. The presence of a particular disease is a major factor that varies the features within
a specific patient’s lung region on a chest X-ray. JSRT, on the other hand, has a different
disease focus, namely, lung nodules; nonetheless, the proposed method shows a mean IoU
very close to 0.9, and an improvement compared to the traditional methods. To consider
the presence of a disease, further performance analysis using segmentations generated by
the proposed algorithm in TB detection are performed, as shown in Section 4.5. The use of
our approach shows the highest AUC of 0.8 for the corresponding ROC compared to both
the traditional approaches and direct use of raw images. This shows the effectiveness of
our approach in detecting disease on a CR.

In general, most of the cases in the MC dataset are ‘selected’, while most cases in
JSRT are classified as ‘not selected’. The images that are ‘not selected’ do not produce a
segmentation mask, and are classified as images that do not meet the requirements for the
algorithm. Therefore, the system does not have an output if none of the lung segmentation
networks are predicted to produce a segmentation mask with an IoU ≥ 0.9 for an input
CR. This is a limitation of the proposed system. The major potential requirement with
respect to such images is preprocessing, which opens up the possibility of future research.
In addition, the performance of the proposed system for a given CR is limited by the
best-performing lung segmentation network. If the selector network classifier selects
multiple networks, the fusion of their multiple probability scores could lead to a slight
performance improvement. Another limitation of the SE method is the inability to segment
an abnormally shaped lung region. The selector network classifier is trained with lung
segmentations produced for lung regions that are normally shaped. Moreover, the selective
method is not trained for pediatric CRs, which are different from adult CRs with respect
to the shape and presence of other organs that are not present or differently shaped in an
adult CR.

In addition to image quality improvements via preprocessing, there are other impor-
tant aspects of this research that can stand as benchmarks for future research. The proposed
SE method can be extended to incorporate any number of lung segmentations any time
a new lung segmentation algorithm is introduced. The studied main component, that is,
the selector network classifier, can be implemented as another transfer learning method,
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and has the potential to be used for other applications. More training data could be added
to train the selector network classifier. Furthermore, it can be improved to function as
a grader instead of a classifier in order to predict a weight corresponding to each lung
segmentation. Then, the final fusion is a combination of weighted probability scores instead
of an average. As ensemble methods have been introduced in the literature for other appli-
cations, both medical and non-medical, and for different types of image types other than
CRs, the selector network classifier proposed in this paper can be extended accordingly. In
addition, the IoU threshold used to categorize the selector network classifier training data
can be adjusted in keeping with the expected accuracy.

As our results suggest, the selective ensemble method proposed in this paper shows
a performance improvement over traditional ensemble methods in lung segmentation in
CRs. We believe the selective approach helps to overcome a performance drop caused by
the possible incorporation of inapplicable segmentations during an ensemble approach.
This paper sets a compelling benchmark for many potential future works and applications
of the proposed method.
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Appendix A

Tables A1 and A2 show the mean IoU values obtained on the MC and JSRT datasets,
respectively. Note that the testing was carried out with respect to the cases ’selected’ from
the selector network classifier. The performance for seven individual lung segmentation
networks, namely, AoTE, AoAE, and the proposed SE are shown in Tables A1 and A2 for
ten trials.

Table A1. Mean IoU values of the final lung segmentations obtained during testing with the ’selected’
cases out of 138 chest radiographs from the MC dataset.

Network Final Segmentation Testing Performance (Mean IoU)
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10

U-Net with Encoder Depth:1 0.70 0.60 0.73 0.78 0.56 0.81 0.80 0.70 0.80 0.75
U-Net with Encoder Depth:2 0.75 0.44 0.63 0.36 0.43 0.52 0.43 0.43 0.80 0.71
U-Net with Encoder Depth:3 0.41 0.55 0.41 0.40 0.67 0.41 0.65 0.71 0.73 0.65
U-Net with Encoder Depth:4 0.41 0.49 0.73 0.66 0.53 0.76 0.69 0.42 0.37 0.75
U-Net with Encoder Depth:5 0.73 0.42 0.80 0.45 0.72 0.60 0.54 0.63 0.47 0.85
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.79 0.91 0.92 0.90
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.94
Average-of-Two Ensemble 0.54 0.50 0.88 0.85 0.79 0.83 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.88
Average-of-All Ensemble 0.78 0.64 0.87 0.70 0.69 0.78 0.86 0.83 0.92 0.91

Selector Ensemble (Proposed) 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93

https://lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov/
https://www.kaggle.com/yoctoman/shcxr-lung-mask
https://www.kaggle.com/yoctoman/shcxr-lung-mask
http://db.jsrt.or.jp/eng.php
http://db.jsrt.or.jp/eng.php
https://www.isi.uu.nl/Research/Databases/SCR/
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Table A2. Mean IoU values of the final lung segmentations obtained during testing with the ’selected’
cases out of 140 chest radiographs from the JSRT dataset.

Network Final Segmentation Testing Performance (Mean IoU)
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10

U-Net with Encoder Depth:1 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.81 0.60 0.69 0.80 0.82 0.88 0.79
U-Net with Encoder Depth:2 0.84 0.53 0.70 0.51 0.71 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.90 0.87
U-Net with Encoder Depth:3 0.71 0.84 0.69 0.55 0.72 0.70 0.91 0.82 0.75 0.75
U-Net with Encoder Depth:4 0.78 0.85 0.89 0.81 0.76 0.87 0.84 0.76 0.58 0.80
U-Net with Encoder Depth:5 0.85 0.81 0.91 0.79 0.92 0.87 0.62 0.84 0.79 0.86
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet18 0.88 0.75 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.86 0.81 0.83
DeepLabv3+ with ResNet50 0.87 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.80 0.87 0.86 0.80
Average-of-Two Ensemble 0.86 0.78 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.80
Average-of-All Ensemble 0.85 0.79 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.85 0.84 0.85

Selector Ensemble (Proposed) 0.89 0.84 0.91 0.86 0.92 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.84
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